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Abstract
The paper considers a problem of scheduling n jobs in a two-machine open shop to minimize
the makespan, provided that preemption is not allowed and the interstage transportation times
are involved. This problem is known to be unary NP-hard. We present an algorithm that requires
O(n log n) time and provides a worst-case performance ratio of 32 . ? 1999 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In scheduling problems for multi-stage or shop processing systems, each job of a
given set N =f1; 2; : : : ; ng consists of a number of operations. Each operation has to be
processed on a specic machine. The processing times of all operations are given. The
usual scheduling requirements say that every job is processed on at most one machine
at a time, and each machine processes at most one job at a time. A job passes through
the machines following a certain order known as the processing route. If the processing
routes are not given in advance, but have to be chosen, the processing system is called
the open-shop. If the processing routes are xed beforehand, and are the same for all
jobs, the system is called the ow-shop.
In most of the classical shop scheduling models, it is assumed that an individual
processing time incorporates all other time parameters (lags) attached to a job or to
an operation. In practice, however, such parameters often have to be viewed separately
from the actual processing times. For example, if for an operation some pre-process-
ing and=or post-processing is required, then we obtain a scheduling model with setup
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and=or removal times separated (see [4,9,11,12] for the results in this area for most
two-stage scheduling systems). Initiated by a very early paper by Mitten [6], additional
restrictions on the gaps between the starting times of jobs or operations on dierent
machines have been studied for various machine congurations. Similar restrictions can
be introduced regarding the completion times of operations of the same job. A general
framework of handling various lags for the ow-shop models is oered in [13]. See
also [14, p. 114] for a review of similar ow-shop results.
In this paper, we assume that there is a known time lag between the completion
of an operation and the beginning of the next operation of the same job. We refer
to this lag as the transportation time, since in many applications it can be attributed
to the actual transportation of a job between the processing machines. Under this
interpretation it is assumed that the transporting device is always available. Since the
lag establishes a lower bound on the waiting time between the completion and the
beginning of two consecutive operations, another popular interpretation is to consider
the lag as the cooling or heating time; this version of the model arises in chemical and
metallurgic applications.
For all scheduling problems considered in this paper, the objective is to minimize
the makespan, i.e., the maximum completion time. Moreover, we assume that in the
processing of any operation no preemption is allowed.
For a schedule S, let Cmax(S) denote the value of the makespan. If no transportation
times are given, then following standard notation [5], the classical open-shop problems
to minimize the makespan are denoted by OmjjCmax and if the number of machines is
xed and equal to m, or by OjjCmax if the number of machines is variable. As shown
by Gonzalez and Sahni [3], the O2jjCmax problem is solvable in O(n) time, while the
O3jjCmax is NP-hard in the ordinary sense. Also, the general OjjCmax problem is known
to be NP-hard in the strong sense, see, e.g., [5].
In this paper, we concentrate on the two-machine open-shop scheduling problem with
transportation times. We assume that for a job j 2 N = f1; 2; : : : ; ng a time lag of at
least j>0 time units is incurred after the processing of j is completed on one machine
and before it starts on the other machine. We denote the corresponding problem by
O2jjjCmax.
The O2jjjCmax problem is NP-hard in the strong sense even if for any job the
processing times are machine independent [2]. The O2jjjCmax problem with equal
transportation times is known to be binary NP-hard as proved in [7]. The latter version
of the problem remains binary NP-hard when the processing times on one of the
machines are all zero [10]. The complexity results on other open-shop problems with
transportation times can be found in [7]. A comprehensive study of the two-machine
ow-shop problem with transportation times is presented in [1].
The complexity of the open-shop problem under consideration justies the search
for polynomial-time algorithms that create schedules close to optimal ones.
We evaluate the quality of a heuristic algorithm by studying its worst-case behaviour.
Let S denote an optimal schedule while SH be a schedule created by some algorithm
H . The algorithm is said to provide a ratio performance guarantee  if for any instance
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of the problem the inequality Cmax(SH )=Cmax(S)6 holds. A worst-case bound is
called tight if for some instance of the problem the corresponding inequality turns into
the equality.
Finding an algorithm with a good worst-case performance may appear to be no easier
than solving the problem to optimality. In fact, it has been proved by Williamson et al.
[15] that for the OjjCmax problem no polynomial-time algorithm provides a worst-case
performance ratio smaller than 54 unless P=NP. For the two-machine ow-shop with
transportation times no algorithm is known to provide a ratio smaller than 2, see [1].
A linear-time heuristic algorithm for the two-machine open-shop scheduling problems
with equal transportation time has been reported in [8]; it guarantees a worst-case ratio
of 32 .
The main goal of this paper is to design and analyze an approximation algorithm
for the O2jjjCmax problem with arbitrary transportation times. Our algorithm borrows
the ideas from the Gonzalez{Sahni algorithm for the two-machine open-shop with no
transportation times. The procedure of partitioning the jobs into two subsets, which is
a part of our algorithm, can be seen as an extension of the popular LPT rule. The
analysis of the algorithm shows that the resulting makespan is at most 32 times the
optimal value, and this bound is tight.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces notation
and important preliminaries. In Section 3, we present a procedure for handling the
instances of the problem that contain a long operation, whose processing time exceeds
one half of a lower bound on the optimal makespan. Section 4 describes a collection of
procedures that handle the instances with no long operation. The concluding remarks
are given in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries and basic algorithms
For the two-machine open-shop, let the machines be denoted by A and B. Each job
j of set N = f1; 2; : : : ; ng consists of two operations OjA and OjB to be performed
on machines A and B, respectively. The processing times of operations OjA and OjB
are equal to aj and bj, respectively. It takes j time units to transport job j from
one machine to the other, no matter in which direction. This means, that after a job is
completed on one of the machines, it is not immediately available for further processing,
but a time lag of at least j time units is incurred.
For a non-empty subset QN , denote
a(Q) =
X
j2Q
aj; b(Q) =
X
j2Q
bj
and dene a(;) = b(;) = 0:
Dene
LB=maxfa(N ); b(N );maxfaj + j + bjjj2Ngg: (1)
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For any schedule S, the value of the makespan is no smaller than the total workload
on either machine and the total time required to process a job. Therefore, LB denes
a lower bound on the makespan of schedule S, i.e.,
Cmax(S)>LB: (2)
In this paper we use special schedules for the O2jjjCmax problem. To dene a
schedule, we rst assign the processing route to each job. This creates a partition
(NAB; NBA) of set N of jobs into two subsets NAB and NBA. All jobs of set NAB are
given the processing route (A; B), while all jobs of the other set go from machine
B to machine A. We then specify permutations ’(NAB) and  (NBA) of jobs of sets
NAB and NBA, respectively. We will create a schedule in which all jobs of set NAB are
processed in a ow-shop manner, i.e., they follow the same permutation ’(NAB) on
both machines. Similarly, the jobs of set NBA are processed on both machines in the
same sequence  (NBA). Moreover, the jobs of each of these two sets are processed on
each machine as blocks, i.e., all jobs of set NAB precede those of set NBA on machine
A and follow them on machine B.
Given a partition (NAB; NBA) of the original set N of jobs, we use a special method
for nding the corresponding permutations ’(NAB) and  (NBA). This method can be
viewed as an extension of the Gonzalez{Sahni approach to solving the O2jjCmax prob-
lem with no transportation times. Recall that the Gonzalez{Sahni algorithm (see [3])
starts with nding a permutation of jobs that denes a certain ow-shop schedule; then
that schedule is converted into an optimal open-shop schedule by changing the route
of one of the jobs.
Given an instance of the O2jjjCmax problem, for a subset QN of jobs dene
Qa = f j 2 Q j aj >bjg; Qb = f j 2 Q j aj6bjg: (3)
The algorithm below inputs an instance of the O2jjjCmax problem and a partition
(NAB; NBA) of set N . It uses the extended Gonzalez{Sahni approach to determine the
permutations ’(NAB) and  (NBA). In the description of the algorithm, (N 0) denotes
an arbitrary permutation of jobs of a non-empty set N 0N .
Algorithm GS
1. Partition set NAB into two subsets NaAB and N
b
AB in accordance with (3) for Q=NAB.
2. Find a job lAB 2 NbAB such that blAB + lAB = maxfbj + j j j 2 NbABg if NbAB 6= ;,
and a job rAB 2 NaAB such that arAB + rAB = maxfaj + j j j 2 NaABg if NaAB 6= ;.
Form a permutation
’(NAB) = (lAB; (NbABnflABg); (NaABnfrABg); rAB):
If NbAB= ;, then lAB and (NbABnflABg) are removed from the above denition of
’, while if NaAB = ;, then (NaABnfrABg) and rAB are removed.
3. Partition set NBA into two subsets NaBA and N
b
BA in accordance with (3) for Q=NBA.
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4. Find a job lBA 2 NaBA such that alBA + lBA = maxfaj + j j j 2 NaBAg if NaBA 6= ;,
and a job rBA 2 NbBA such that brBA + rBA = maxfbj + j j j 2 NbBAg if NbBA 6= ;.
Form a permutation
 (NBA) = (lBA; (NaBAnflBAg); (NbBAnfrBAg); rBA):
If NaBA= ;, then lBA and (NaBAnflBAg) are removed from the above denition of
 , while if NbBA = ;, then (NbBAnfrBAg) and rBA are removed.
5. Output the permutations ’(NAB) and  (NBA). Stop.
Algorithm GS does not involve sorting and therefore requires linear time. We now
describe how to nd an open-shop schedule that is based on a given partition (NAB; NBA)
and the permutations ’(NAB) and  (NBA). The algorithm outputs a schedule S for the
O2jjjCmax problem, in which the jobs are processed on machine A in the sequence
(’(NAB);  (NBA)), and on machine B in the sequence ( (NBA); ’(NAB)).
Algorithm S0
1. Assign the jobs of set NAB to be processed according to the sequence ’(NAB) on
machine A starting at time zero and with no intermediate idle time.
2. Assign the jobs of set NBA to be processed according to the sequence  (NBA) on
machine B starting at time zero and with no intermediate idle time.
3. Scanning the jobs of set NAB in the sequence ’(NAB), start the processing of each
of these jobs on machine B as soon as possible.
4. Scanning the jobs of set NBA in the sequence  (NBA), start the processing of each
of these jobs on machine A as soon as possible. Call the resulting schedule S:
It is clear that Algorithm S0 runs in linear time. Schedule S can be viewed as
a composition of two ow-shop schedules: SAB for processing the jobs of set NAB
only, and SBA for processing the jobs of NBA alone. If the makespan of schedule S is
determined by the completion time of the last job on machine B, then it follows that
Cmax(S) = maxfb(N ); Cmax(SAB)g:
On other hand, if the maximum completion time is achieved on machine A, then
Cmax(S) = maxfa(N ); Cmax(SBA)g:
We now establish some properties of schedule SAB. Suppose that jNABj=q and denote
’(NAB) = (’(1); ’(2); : : : ; ’(q)) :
In schedule SAB the jobs of set NAB are processed as in a ow-shop, i.e., for every
u; 16u6q; a job ’(u) cannot start on machine B earlier than time
Pu
j=1 a’( j) + ’(u).
Since each job starts as early as possible due to Algorithm S0, it follows that there
exists a job v 2 Q such that
Cmax(SAB) =
vX
j=1
a’( j) + ’(v) +
qX
j=v
b’( j): (4)
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We call job ’(v) satisfying equality (4) critical. For a critical job, the starting time
on machine B cannot be delayed without increasing the makespan of schedule SAB.
The following lemma positions a critical job in schedule SAB:
Lemma 1. Let SAB be a schedule for processing the jobs of set NAB found by Algo-
rithm S0. Then either the rst job or the last job in the sequence ’(NAB) is critical;
i.e.; either
Cmax(SAB) = alAB + lAB + b(NAB)
or
Cmax(SAB) = a(NAB) + rAB + brAB :
Proof. Let ’(v) be a critical job in schedule SAB. Notice that ’(1) = lAB if NbAB 6= ;
and ’(q)= rAB if NaAB 6= ;. To prove the lemma, we need to show that (4) holds either
for v= 1 or for v= q.
First, suppose that v 2 NbAB. Then, from the denition of NbAB, we have a’( j)6b’( j)
for 26j6v−1, and the choice of job lAB=’(1) ensures that a’(v)+’(v)6b’(1)+’(1).
Substitution into (4) yields
Cmax(SAB)6a’(1) + ’(1) +
qX
j=1
b’( j):
Alternatively, suppose that v 2 NaAB. The denition of NaAB and the choice of job rAB=
’(q) provide the inequalities bj <aj for v+16j6q−1, and b’(v)+’(v)<a’(q)+’(q).
Substituting into (4), we obtain
Cmax(SAB)<
qX
j=1
a’( j) + ’(q) + b’(q):
Since the inequality
Cmax(SAB)>
uX
j=1
a’( j) + ’(u) +
qX
j=u
b’( j)
holds for every u; 16u6q, we conclude that either job ’(1) or job ’(q) is critical.
The lemma is proved.
For schedule SBA the concept of a critical job can be dened by a relation similar
to (4). It can be shown that either
Cmax(SBA) = blBA + lBA + a(NBA)
or
Cmax(SBA) = b(NBA) + rBA + arBA :
The proof is symmetric to that of Lemma 1. To summarize, either the rst job or
the last job in the sequence ’(NAB) (or in the sequence  (NBA)) is critical in schedule
SAB (or in schedule SBA; respectively).
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3. Handling a long operation
For the O2jjjCmax problem, we call an operation long if its processing time exceeds
one half of the lower bound LB given by (1). In this section we describe an algorithm
that nds a heuristic schedule for the O2jjjCmax problem and guarantees a worst-case
ratio bound of 32 , provided that a long operation exists.
We present our consideration assuming that the long operation occurs on machine B;
otherwise symmetric argument applies. Without loss of generality, we suppose that the
jobs are numbered so that
b1> 12LB:
Notice that job 1 belongs to the set Nb, since a1<b1. The algorithm below inputs
an instance of the O2jjjCmax problem containing a long operation of processing job 1
on machine B, determines a partition (NAB; NBA) and calls Algorithms GS and S0 to
nd the resulting heuristic schedule S1.
Algorithm S1
1. Partition set N of jobs into two subsets Na and Nb in accordance with (3) for
Q = N . If
a1 + a(Na)6 12LB; (5)
then go to Step 2; otherwise go to Step 3.
2. Dene NAB= f1g[Na and NBA=Nbnf1g. Run Algorithm GS and Algorithm S0.
Call the obtained schedule S1 and stop.
3. Form the list La of jobs of set Na by sorting the jobs in non-decreasing order of
aj + j. Scanning the jobs of set Na in accordance with the list La nd the seteN Na of jobs and the job q such that
a1 + a(eN )6 12LB; a1 + a(eN ) + aq > 12LB:
Dene NAB=f1g[eN[fqg and NBA=NnNAB. Run Algorithm GS and Algorithm S0.
Call the obtained schedule S1 and stop.
Because of the sorting in Step 3, the running time of Algorithm S1 does not exceed
O(n log n).
Before we pass to the analysis of the algorithm, we make some remarks. Obvious
as they are, the remarks still save a lot of space in the forthcoming proofs.
Remark 1. We exclude from our analysis the cases that a heuristic schedule appears to
be optimal. Thus, throughout the remainder of the paper we assume that a schedule S,
which is associated with a partition NAB[NBA and is found by running Algorithms GS
and S0, satises the relations Cmax(S)>maxfa(N ); b(N )g and
Cmax(S) = maxfCmax(SAB); Cmax(SBA)g: (6)
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Table 1
Conditions for Cmax(S)6 32Cmax(S
)
Critical job Condition
lAB b(NAB)6LB=2
rAB a(NAB)6LB=2
lBA a(NBA)6LB=2
rBA b(NBA)6LB=2
Remark 2. For schedule S as in Remark 1, let a job lAB be critical, i.e.,
Cmax(S) = alAB + lAB + b(NAB);
and suppose that b(NAB)6 12LB. Due to (2), we derive that Cmax(S)6
3
2Cmax(S
). Sim-
ilar conditions for other critical jobs are given in Table 1.
We now analyze the worst-case performance of Algorithm S1.
Theorem 1. Suppose that an instance of the O2jjjCmax problem contains a long
operation O1B of processing job 1 on machine B. Then for schedule S1 found by Al-
gorithm S1 the bound
Cmax(S1)6 32Cmax(S
) (7)
holds and this bound is tight.
Proof. Due to Remark 1, we assume that the makespan of schedule S1 exceeds the
trivial lover bound, i.e., Cmax(S1)>maxfa(N ); b(N )g and (6) holds for S = S1: Thus,
there must be a critical job in schedule S1. By Lemma 1, there are four potentially
critical jobs, and in this proof we consider them in the order rBA; lAB; lBA; or rAB. Due
to b1> 12LB, we have that
b(N nf1g)< 12LB6 12Cmax(S): (8)
Since b(NBA)6b(Nnf1g), we derive that (7) holds, provided that job rBA is critical.
Suppose that job lAB is critical. No matter in which step of the algorithm schedule
S1 is obtained, job 1 is the only job of set NAB that belongs to the set Nb, so that
lAB = 1. Thus, we have that
Cmax(S1) = a1 + 1 + b(NAB);
and (7) follows from the lower bound a1 + 1 +b16Cmax(S) and from inequality (8).
Suppose that inequality (5) holds, so that schedule S1 is found in Step 2. Observe
that job lBA cannot be critical, since (5) implies that set NBA consists of jobs of the
set Nb only. If job rAB is critical, we obtain that the bound (7) holds due to (5) and
Remark 2.
Assume now that inequality (5) does not hold. This implies that job q exists and
that a(NBA)< 12LB. Therefore, due to Remark 2, the bound (7) holds, provided that
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job lBA is critical. If job rAB is critical, then because of the ordering in the list La we
conclude that rAB = q, i.e.,
Cmax(S1) = a1 + a(eN ) + aq + q + bq:
By the denition of job q, we have that a1 + a(eN )6 12LB. This and (2) give (7).
Thus, we have proved that the bound (7) is valid in any case. To see that this bound
is tight consider the following instance of the O2jjjCmax problem consisting of three
jobs with the parameters
a1 = 1; b1 = 2 + ; 1 = 1;
a2 = 1 + ; b2 = 1; 2 = 2− ;
a3 = 1; b3 = 1− ; 3 = 0:
Here  is a small positive number, < 1. We have that LB=4+ ; so that b1 = 2+
> 12LB=2+ =2. There exists an optimal schedule S
 with the makespan that attains
the lower bound LB. In this schedule job 1 has the processing route (A; B), starts on A
at time zero and starts on B at time 2. Job 2 has the processing route (B; A), starts on
B at time zero and starts on A at time 3. Job 3 is processed on B in the time interval
[1; 2− ] and on A in the interval [2− ; 3− ].
Consider schedule S1 found by Algorithm S1. We have that Nb=f1g and Na=f2; 3g.
Inequality (5) does not hold, since a1 + a(Na) = 3 + > 12LB. The list L
a = (3; 2) is
found. The set eN = f3g and the job q= 2 are determined, so that the partition NAB =
f1; 2; 3g ; NBA = ; is generated. Algorithm GS nds the sequence ’(NAB) = (1; 3; 2).
The resulting schedule S1 is a ow-shop schedule in which machine A is permanently
busy in the interval [0; 3 + ] and machine B is permanently busy in the interval [2; 6] :
Thus, we have that
Cmax(S1)
Cmax(S)
=
6
4 + 
;
and this ratio goes to 32 as  ! 0. This proves the theorem.
4. Handling short operations
In this section we assume that an instance of the O2jjjCmax problem contains no
long operation, i.e., each processing time does not exceed one half of the lower bound
LB given by (1). We describe an algorithm that nds a heuristic schedule for the
O2jjjCmax problem and guarantees a worst-case ratio bound of 32 , provided that no
long operation exists.
Since we are interested in developing a heuristic algorithm with a worst-case per-
formance ratio of 32 , in the remainder of this paper we assume that
maxfa(N ); b(N )g> 12LB: (9)
If (9) does not hold, we may dene NAB = N and NBA = ;. Due to Lemma 1, for a
ow-shop schedule S associated with this partition and found by running Algorithms
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GS and S0 we have that
Cmax(S) = maxfalAB + lAB + b(N ); a(N ) + rAB + brABg;
and the bound Cmax(S)6 32Cmax(S
) holds due to Remark 2.
There are several phases in developing our algorithm. Due to Remark 2, for our
purposes it is reasonable to try to determine a set N1 of jobs for which both partial
sums a(N1) and b(N1) do not exceed a half of the lower bound. In some sense, our
approach can be viewed as an extension of the LPT heuristic for parallel machine
processing. Algorithm P1 given below is an iterative procedure that scans the jobs in
a certain order. After each iteration the current values a(N1) and b(N1) are compared
and an attempt is made to add a job to set N1 that provides the largest increment to the
smaller of these two values. Such a job is taken from the set Nb if b(N1)6a(N1) and
we want to increase b(N1); otherwise, a job is drawn from the set Na. This process is
repeated until a job p is found which, if added to the current set N1, yields a partial
sum greater than a half of the lower bound. Alternatively, the algorithm stops if one
of sets Na or Nb does not contain a required job.
Algorithm P1
1. Partition set N of jobs into two subsets Na and Nb in accordance with (3) for
Q = N . Form the list La of jobs of set Na by sorting the jobs in non-increasing
order of aj. Form the list Lb of jobs of set Nb by sorting the jobs in non-increasing
order of bj. Dene N1:=;. Compute a(N1) = 0 and b(N1) = 0:
2. If
a(N1)>b(N1); (10)
then go to Step 3; otherwise go to Step 4.
3. If the list Lb is empty, then output N1 and stop; otherwise determine job p which
is the rst in the list Lb, remove this job from the list and go to Step 5.
4. If the list La is empty, then output N1 and stop; otherwise determine job p which
is the rst in the list La, remove this job from the list and go to Step 5.
5. If
maxfa(N1) + ap; b(N1) + bpg> 12LB; (11)
then output both the set N1 and the job p, and stop; otherwise dene
N1:=N1 [ fpg; a(N1):=a(N1) + ap; b(N1):=b(N1) + bp
and go to Step 2.
Algorithm P1 requires O(n log n) time due to the sorting in Step 1. In what follows,
we assume that the algorithm terminates when inequality (10) holds, otherwise the
machines can be appropriately renamed. We distinguish four possibilities:
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Output : Algorithm P1 outputs the set N1 such that
b(N1)6a(N1)6 12LB (12)
and veries that the current list Lb is empty.
Output : Algorithm P1 nds set N1 and job p such that
b(N1) + bp > 12LB>a(N1) + ap: (13)
Output : Algorithm P1 nds set N1 and job p such that
a(N1) + ap > 12LB>b(N1) + bp: (14)
Output : Algorithm P1 nds set N1 and job p such that
minfa(N1) + ap; b(N1) + bpg> 12LB: (15)
We split our further consideration according to these four possibilities.
Assume that Algorithm P1 terminates having found the set N1 that satises (12)
and such that the list Lb is empty (Output ). The algorithm given below handles
this situation and creates a schedule S2 with the makespan that is at most 32 times the
optimal value.
Algorithm S2[]
1. Let La be the list obtained upon completion of Algorithm P1. Reverse the order
of the list La, so that the jobs in La are sorted in non-decreasing order of aj.
Considering the jobs in La in the order of appearance, determine the set eN of
jobs and the job q such that
a(N1) + a(eN )6 12LB; a(N1) + a(eN ) + aq > 12LB:
2. Dene NAB:=N1 [ eN; NBA:=N nNAB. Run Algorithms GS and S0, call the found
schedule S2 and stop.
Algorithm S2[] runs in linear time. We now analyze its worst-case performance.
Lemma 2. For schedule S2 found by Algorithm S2[] the bound
Cmax(S2)
Cmax(S)
6
3
2
(16)
holds.
Proof. Due to Remark 1, we assume that there is a critical job in schedule S2. Recall
that only one or some of the jobs lAB; rAB; lBA or rBA may be critical.
Dene N2 =NnN1. Since the list Lb is empty, we have that all jobs in N2 belong to
the set Na, so that b(N 0)<a(N 0) for any subset N 0N2. Furthermore, this and (12)
imply that
b(N1) + b(N 0)<a(N1) + a(N 0) (17)
for any N 0N2.
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Observe that job q, dened in Step 1, exists. If not, we would have that a(N ) =
a(N1) + a(N2)6 12LB, and this along with (17) applied to N
0 = N2 would contradict
(9).
Thus, the partition in Step 2 is well dened. Applying the denition of job q and
inequality (17) with N1 = eN , we obtain that
b(NAB) = b(N1) + b(eN )<a(NAB) = a(N1) + a(eN )6 12LB:
Due to Remark 2, this yields the required bound (16), provided that either job lAB
or job rAB is critical.
On the other hand, notice that all jobs of set NBA belong to the set Na, therefore
job rBA does not exist. We are left to consider the case that job lBA is critical, i.e.,
Cmax(S2) = blBA + lBA + a(NBA):
Notice that aq = minfaj j j 2 NBA \ Nag because of the ordering in the list La; see
Step 1 of the algorithm. Since lBA 2 Na, we have that
a(NBA)− alBA6a(NBA)− aq = a(N )− (a(NAB) + aq):
The denition of job q and the lower bound (2) imply that
a(NBA)− alBA6LB− 12LB6 12Cmax(S):
We use the latter inequality and the bound (2) to conclude that
Cmax(S2) = (blBA + lBA + alBA) + (a(NBA)− alBA)6 32Cmax(S);
as desired. The lemma is proved.
We now study Output , i.e., assume that Algorithm P1 terminates having found the
set N1 and the job p such that (13) holds.
Algorithm S2[]
1. Dene the set N2:=Nn(N1[fpg). Let La be the list obtained upon completion of
Algorithm P1. Determine the set Na2 :=N2 \Na of jobs that are currently included
into the list La.
2. If the inequality
a(N1) + ap + a(Na2 )6
1
2LB
holds, then dene eN :=Na2 and go to Step 4, otherwise go to Step 3.
3. Reverse the order of the list La, so that the jobs of Na2 are sorted in non-decreasing
order of aj. Considering the jobs in La in the order of appearance, determine the
set eN of jobs and the job q such that
a(N1) + ap + a(eN )6 12LB; a(N1) + ap + a(eN ) + aq > 12LB:
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4. Dene NAB:=N1 [ fpg [ eN; NBA:=N nNAB. Run Algorithms GS and S0, call the
found schedule S2 and stop.
Algorithm S2[] runs in linear time. We now analyze its worst-case performance.
Lemma 3. For schedule S2 found by Algorithm S2[] bound (16) holds.
Proof. Again we concentrate on the situation that there is a critical job in schedule
S2; it follows that one or some of the jobs lAB; rAB; lBA or rBA may be critical.
Case 1: Suppose that the condition of Step 2 holds. It follows from (13) that b(NBA)
< 12LB. Since all jobs of set NBA belong to the set N
b, we have that a(NBA)6b(NBA).
Moreover, a(NAB)6 12LB by the condition of Step 2. Thus, due to Remark 2 bound
(16) holds, provided that one of the jobs rBA; lBA or rAB is critical.
If job lAB is critical, then
Cmax(S2) = alAB + lAB + b(NAB):
Observe that job lAB is either job p or one of the jobs of set N1 which belongs to
Nb. Due to the order of jobs in the list Lb formed by Algorithm P1, it is guaranteed
that blAB>bp, so that
Cmax(S2) = (alAB + lAB + blAB) + b(N1) + bp + b(N
a
2 )− blAB
6Cmax(S) + b(N1) + b(Na2 ):
Using (10) and the denition of set Na2 ; we further derive that
Cmax(S2)6Cmax(S) + a(N1) + a(Na2 )6
3
2Cmax(S
);
as required.
Case 2: Now we assume the condition of Step 2 is not valid, so that job q exists
and the sets NAB and NBA are dened in Step 4. Due to (13) and the choice of job q in
Step 3, neither b(NBA) nor a(NAB) exceeds a half of LB. Therefore, the desired bound
(16) holds, provided that either job rAB or job rBA is critical. If job lAB is critical, then
blAB>bp as above, and we derive that
Cmax(S2)6(alAB + lAB + blAB) + b(N1) + b(eN ):
Due to (2), (10) and the denition of set eN , we further obtain
Cmax(S2)6Cmax(S) + a(N1) + a(eN )6 32Cmax(S);
as needed.
We are left to consider the situation that job lBA is critical. The proof coincides with
the corresponding part of the proof of Lemma 2.
Thus, the lemma is proved.
We now study Output , i.e., assume that Algorithm P1 terminates having found the
set N1 and the job p such that (14) holds.
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Algorithm S2[]
1. Dene the set N2:=Nn(N1[fpg). Let Lb be the list obtained upon completion of
Algorithm P1. Determine the set Nb2 :=N2 \Nb of jobs that are currently included
into the list Lb.
2. If the inequality
b(N1) + bp + b(Nb2 )6
1
2LB
holds, then dene eN :=Nb2 and go to Step 4, otherwise go to Step 3.
3. Reverse the order of the list Lb, so that the jobs of Nb2 are sorted in non-decreasing
order of bj. Considering the jobs in Lb in the order of appearance, determine the
set eN of jobs and the job q such that
b(N1) + bp + b(eN )6 12LB; b(N1) + bp + b(eN ) + bq > 12LB:
4. Dene NAB:=N1 [ fpg [ eN; NBA:=N nNAB. Run Algorithms GS and S0, call the
found schedule S2 and stop.
Algorithm S2[] looks like a mirror image of Algorithm S2[]. However, the analysis
of the two algorithms is not entirely symmetric, since they both rely on the same basic
assumption given by (10). We analyze the worst-case performance of Algorithm S2[]
in the lemma below.
Lemma 4. For schedule S2 found by Algorithm S2[] bound (16) holds.
Proof. As in the previous proofs, we assume that in schedule S2 one or some of the
jobs lAB; rAB; lBA or rBA may be critical.
No matter in which step of the algorithm schedule S2 is found, we have that a(NBA)
< 12LB due to (14), and that b(NAB)6
1
2LB by denition. Thus, due to Remark 2
bound (16) holds, provided that one of the jobs lBA or lAB is critical.
If job rAB is critical, then
Cmax(S2) = a(NAB) + rAB + brAB = a(NAB)− arAB + (arAB + rAB + brAB):
Observe that job rAB 2 Na1 = N1 \ Na. Let k 2 N1 be a job such that
ak =minfaj j j 2 Na1 g;
i.e., arAB>ak . We show that a(NAB) − arAB6a(NAB) − ak6 12LB. This will yield the
desired inequality (16).
For job k, let N 0k be the set of jobs which Algorithm P1 puts into the set N1 before
k. Similarly, dene the set of jobs N 00k consisting of all jobs which are put into N1 after
k. The structure of Algorithm P1 implies that a(N 0k)6b(N
0
k), otherwise a job from set
Na would not be assigned to N1. Besides, all jobs of set N 00k belong to the set N
b;
otherwise ak would not be the smallest among aj for the jobs in the set N1\Na. Since
job p and all jobs of set eN belong to the set Nb, we derive
a(N 0k) + a(N
00
k ) + ap + a(eN )6b(N 0k) + b(N 00k ) + bp + b(eN )6b(NAB):
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This implies that
a(NAB)− ak6b(NAB)6 12LB;
as required.
Suppose now that job rBA is critical, i.e.,
Cmax(S2) = b(NBA) + rBA + arBA :
In this case, the condition in Step 2 does not hold; otherwise all jobs of set NBA
would belong to the set Na; so that job rBA would not exist. In Step 1 of Algorithm
S2[] the list Lb is ordered in such a way that bq = minfbj j j 2 NBA \ Nbg. Observe
that
b(NBA)− brBA6b(NBA)− bq = b(N )− (b(NAB) + bq):
The denition of job q and the lower bound (2) imply that
b(NBA)− brBA6LB− 12LB6 12Cmax(S):
We use the latter inequality and bound (2) to conclude that
Cmax(S2) = (b(NBA)− brBA) + (brBA + rBA + arBA)6 32Cmax(S);
as desired. The lemma is proved.
Now we need to examine Output , i.e., the situation that Algorithm P1 nds the
set N1 and the job p that satisfy (15).
Algorithm S2[]
1. Dene NAB:=N1 [ fpg; NBA = N nNAB.
2. For the current set NAB, identify the jobs of set NaAB:=N
a \ NAB. If NaAB is not
empty go to Step 3; otherwise go to Step 4.
3. Find the job k 2 NaAB such that ak =minfaj j j 2 NaABg. If the inequality
a(NAB)− ak6 12LB (18)
holds, then go to Step 4; otherwise, dene NAB:=NABnfkg; NBA:=NBA [ fkg and
return to Step 2.
4. Run Algorithms GS and S0, call the found schedule S2 and stop.
Notice that the jobs of set NaAB can be kept in the order they are included into the set
N1 by Algorithm P1, so that job k is always the last included job. Therefore, Algorithm
S2[] can be implemented in linear time. Its worst{case performance is analyzed below.
Lemma 5. For schedule S2 found by Algorithm S2[] bound (16) holds.
Proof. As in the previous proofs, we assume that in schedule S2 one or some of the
jobs lAB; rAB; lBA or rBA may be critical.
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First, notice that, the situation that job lAB is critical can be handled as in Case 1
of the proof of Lemma 3. Due to Algorithm P1 we have that blAB>bp and b(NAB)−
bp < 12LB. Thus, we derive that
Cmax(S2) = (alAB + lAB + blAB) + b(NAB)− blAB
6Cmax(S) + 12LB:
Inequality (10) implies that in the beginning of the algorithm the set NaAB is not
empty, so that the loop in Steps 2 and 3 is entered.
Let job k be as dened in Step 3. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 4, dene N 0k
to be the set of jobs of the current set NAB, which Algorithm P1 puts into the set N1
before k, while the set N 00k consists of all jobs of the current set NAB which are put
into N1 after k. The structure of Algorithm P1 implies that a(N 0k)6b(N
0
k). Besides, all
jobs of set N 00k belong to the set N
b; otherwise ak would not be the smallest among
aj for the jobs in the set NaAB. Since job p belongs to the set N
b, we derive
a(NAB)− ak = a(N 0k) + a(N 00k ) + ap6b(N 0k) + b(N 00k ) + bp = b(NAB)− bk :
If inequality (18) does not hold, then job k is moved from NAB to NBA: We still
have that minfa(NAB); b(NAB)g> 12LB and go back to Step 2.
If the loop is broken because the set NaAB becomes empty, then job rAB cannot be crit-
ical. Since minfa(NAB); b(NAB)g> 12LB, it follows that minfa(NBA); b(NBA)g< 12LB,
so that due to Remark 2 the lemma holds if either job rBA or job lBA is critical.
If (18) holds and the loop is broken with job k still in set NAB, we again have that
minfa(NBA); b(NBA)g< 12LB, which prove the lemma, provided that either job rBA or
job lBA is critical. The case that job rAB is critical can be handled similarly to the proof
of Lemma 4, since
Cmax(S2) = a(NAB) + rAB + brAB = a(NAB)− arAB + (arAB + rAB + brAB)
and a(NAB)− arAB6a(NAB)− ak6 12LB due to the choice of job k and inequality (18).
This yields the desired inequality (16).
Thus, the general algorithm that nds a heuristic schedule of the O2jjjCmax problem
with no long operation can be described as follows.
Algorithm S2
1. Run Algorithm P1.
2. In the case of Output , run Algorithm S2[]; in the case of Output , run
Algorithm S2[]; in the case of Output , run Algorithm S2[], and in the case
of Output , run Algorithm S2[].
The running time of this algorithm is determined by the running time of Algorithm
P1 and does not exceed O(n log n).
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Theorem 2. For schedule S2 found by Algorithm S2 bound (16) holds; and this bound
is tight.
Proof. Due to Lemmas 2{5, we only need to demonstrate the tightness. Consider the
following instance of the O2jjjCmax problem with three jobs with the parameters
a1 = 2− ; b1 = ; 1 = 0;
a2 = ; b2 = 2− ; 2 = 0;
a3 = 1 + ; b3 = 1− ; 3 = 2;
a4 = 1− ; b4 = 1 + ; 4 = 2:
Here  is a small positive number, < 1. We have that LB= 4, so that there is no
long operation. There exists an optimal schedule S with the makespan that attains the
lower bound LB. In this schedule job 3 has the processing route (A; B), starts on A at
time zero and starts on B at time 3 + . Job 4 has the processing route (B; A), starts
on B at time zero and starts on A at time 3+ . Job 1 and job 2 have the routes (A; B)
and (B; A); respectively, and are both processed in the time interval [1 + ; 3 + ].
Algorithm P1 determines La = (1; 3) and Lb = (2; 4). It outputs N1 = f1; 2g and
p=4, which corresponds to Output . Schedule S2 is to be found by Algorithm S2[].
That algorithm starts with NAB = f1; 2; 4g; NBA = f3g and NaAB = f1g. Inequality (18)
holds for k =1, and the algorithm enters Step 4 with the same partition NAB and NBA.
Algorithm GS denes ’(NAB) = (4; 2; 1). In the resulting schedule S2, job 4 starts on
A at time zero and completes on B at time 4. By that time, job 2 becomes available
and is completed on B at time 6− . Job 1 follows that job, completing on B at time
6. Thus, we have
Cmax(S2)
Cmax(S)
=
3
2
;
as required.
5. Conclusion
This paper presents a heuristic algorithm for the two-machine open-shop scheduling
problem with transportation times to minimize the makespan. In the presence of a long
operation, Algorithm S1 has to be run, while the instances with no long operation have
to be handled by Algorithm S2. In any case a worst-case performance ratio of 32 is
guaranteed.
Further work in this direction may include the design of approximation algorithms for
more general situations: more than two machines, route-dependent transportation times.
Notice that the two-machine open-shop problem with route-dependent, job-independent
transportation times has been studied in [8], where a heuristic with a ratio of 85 has
been developed. Reducing the best-known ratio bound of 2 for the two-machine ow
shop with transportation times is another attractive target.
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